
Entry 4
 

Anything But Stairs

 
Description: 
When I saw this custom door, I thought it would be a great
project. They had a rough sketch and some details. I worked
with our CAD dept. on the final design spec’s. It is a beautiful
large barn type sliding door, 2-1/4” thick, 84” wide, and 79”
high. Solid American Walnut. They did not want any metal
fasteners in the door and little to no sap wood. We really were
overextended in the wood door shop so I asked one of the
supervisors in the Stair Dept. to help with this project. He
jumped at the challenge. We also had our finishing dept. put
several coats of clear finish to the door. The door came out
beautiful and exactly met the customer's expectations - a
functional work of art.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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Anything But Stairs

 
Description: 
This window was the most significant single piece of
millwork we have ever done. The photo only shows one side.
The other side is similar in size. It had over 1000 board feet
of solid white oak. It measured 11 feet in diameter and 55
inches thick. The challenge was to create this in a way that it
could be reassembled in layers in the field by union installers.
All the layers were ball milled on a 3 axis machine.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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Anything But Stairs

 
Description:
This is a custom built in cabinet. We purchased some lockers
to give this built in a sporty vibe. We built the lockers into the
cabinetry and then laser cut custom vents up above and
doors down below. Everything came together really nice. It
really made this room special!

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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Anything But Stairs

 
Description:
Our client wanted their mantel unique and artistic but with
clean lines that would compliment their extensive artwork
collection in their home. They gave me complete freedom with
the design and material selection and they were overjoyed with
the result. We spent 8 hours just selecting the Spalted Maple
boards for the best grain pattern for every single piece on the
mantel before machining any board so we could have the best
grain and color out of each board. Once the mantel was
completed, 12 coats of sealer was applied and 4 top coats and
then buffed by hand. After the finish process was completed in
our shop, we delivered the mantel and installed it in our clients
home. They were overjoyed with the finished product!

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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Anything But Stairs

 
Description: 
The coffered ceiling revolved around a recessed ellipse. We
were tasked with resolving the design, fabricating, and pre-
cutting all framing and finish elements. The center elliptical
section was shop fabricated and delivered as 1 piece. A full
scale plan-view template was provided to allow trim
carpenters to precisely locate all the coffered projections.
This required very precise layout for all the moldings to
properly marry together.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 
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Anything But Stairs

 
Description: 
After seeing an inferior flag offered on the internet, it was
decided that we could do better. Our Waving American Flags
are crafted using Sapele and Hard Maple for the Stripes with
Black Walnut for the Star Field. Creating sharp points on the
inlaid Maple stars was a challenge. The waves as they are cut
across the wood bring out an interesting grain pattern and let
the natural beauty of the wood come out. There is no stain
applied, only a clear coat of sealer is used. We have made
these in various sizes, and all of them have been
breathtaking.

NOTE:  Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction. 


